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Abstract. Actinide molecular magnets are of great interest in the area molecular magnetism as they possess

strong covalency and spin-orbit coupling that their 4f congeners lack. Despite these known advantages, the

actinide based molecular magnets have not been explored in detail due to the limited availability of actinide

salts. While theoretical tools are proven to be useful in lanthanide chemistry towards prediction, they are still

at an infant stage in actinide chemistry. In this manuscript, we have attempted to utilise CASSCF/RASSI-SO

calculations to predict suitable pseudo D5h molecules possessing attractive magnetic properties. To begin

with, we have undertaken an extensive benchmarking of the methodology employed by studying two sets of

isostructural, [NdTp3], [UTp3], [Nd(COT00)2]-, [U(COT00)2]- {Tp- = trispyrazolylborate, COT00 =

bis(trimethylsilyl)cyclooctatetraenyl dianion} complexes. The method assessment reveals that the method-

ology employed is reliable as this has reproduced the experimental observables. With this, we have moved

forward with prediction where pseudo-D5h symmetric [L2M(H2O)5][I]3L2.(H2O) {M = Nd, U, Pu; L =
tBuPO(NHiPr)2} systems are modelled from their Nd(III) X-ray structure. Our calculations reveal that the

Uranium complex studied possess superior SIM characteristics compared to its lanthanide analogue. Pluto-

nium complex has prolate electron density at the ground state, and hence the ligand environment is

unsuitable for yielding SIM behaviour. The role of solvent molecules, counter anions and equatorial and axial

ligand are explored and tantalizing prediction with a barrier height of 1403.3 and 989.5 cm-1 are obtained for

[tBuPO(NHiPr)2-U-tBuPO(NHiPr)2]3? and [Pu(H2O)5]3? models, respectively and this paves the way for

synthetic chemist to target such geometries in actinide based SIMs.
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1. Introduction

Molecular magnetism is one of the growing areas of

interest because of its proposed potential application in

information storage devices as it reduces the length

scale.1–5 A groundbreaking advancement has been made

in this area very recently where the blocking temperature

(TB) below which the magnetisation is considered frozen

enhanced up to liquid nitrogen temperatures, and this has

drawn the attention of chemists to design potential single-

molecule magnets (SIMs).6,7 Enhancing the TB beyond

the liquid helium temperatures is essential for any

futuristic applications. The blocking temperature in a

way is correlated to the barrier height for magnetisation

reversal (Ueff), though the terms that are binding these

two factors are not known at present. The Ueff is defined

as the effective barrier below which the magnetisation

relaxes spontaneously, and this is often derived assuming

Orbach/other relaxation processes. Two factors control

the Ueff values of Lanthanide based SIMs: (i) the energy

splitting between the ligand field separated states and (ii)

the magnitude of ground state mJ level.8–10 In the recent

past, an effort has been put forward to increase the ligand

field strength to enhance the energy gap between the

ground state mJ components in lanthanide-based sys-

tems.11–15 Since the 4f orbitals are deeply buried, it feebly
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interacts with the ligands leading to small crystal field

splitting among the ground state mJ components.

Depending on the nature of the electron density of the

Ln(III) ion, one can design ligand that can yield a sub-

stantial barrier for magnetisation reversal. For example,

Dy(III) possessing oblate electron density when mJ =15/2

is stabilised requires strong axial ligation to yield large

Ueff values. Over the years, various ligand design has

been proposed to enhance the axiality of the Dy(III) ion

based SIMs. Several Dy(III) SIMs are reported recently

to possess substantial Ueff values, and in some cases, the

so-called ‘‘axial limit’’ where the splitting of the 6H15/2

state of Dy(III) nearly equals to Spin-Orbit coupling is

already reached and hence provide a bottleneck to

enhance the Ueff further.6,7

One possible way to go beyond the axial limit is to

increase the interaction of 4f orbitals with ligands, and

this is very challenging given the fact that these

orbitals are inert and do not have radial nodes to offer

strong mixing with the ligand orbitals. An alternative

idea to enhance the axiality is to use congeners of

lanthanides, i.e., actinides. In actinides, the 5f orbitals

strongly interact with ligands, thanks to the presence

of radial nodes and diffuse nature of the 5f orbitals, it

mixing with the ligands are often compared to that of

the 3d transition elements. This has sparked attention

in the actinide based SIMs in recent years with many

uranium and post-uranium based SIMs reported with

attractive blocking temperatures.16–22

Over and above the application that are proposed for

actinide based SIMs, they are also potential targets for

nuclear fuel reprocessing and can activate small and

inert molecules such as CO2, N2 and H2.10,17,18,21–31

The 5f orbital of actinide displays strong spin-orbit

coupling and the SOC constant values of the actinides

are of the order of 103 cm-1 and this is nearly an order

of magnitude higher compared to that of the lan-

thanides (102 cm-1 for lanthanides).32 However, there

are significant challenges in actinide chemistry: unlike

lanthanide chemistry which has been pursued wieldy in

various laboratories, synthesis of actinide complexes

face severe restriction all around the world, and only a

handful laboratory across the globe have access and are

working in the actinide based SIMs. This severely

restricts the trial-and-error method of synthesising the

compounds that exist in lanthanides that offer an

extensive database of compounds to study and under-

stand its magnetic characteristics. Thus, only a handful

of actinide SIMs are reported to date.18,21–24,29,31

Computational methods based on multireference

CASSCF calculations have proved to be an indis-

pensable tool in lanthanide chemistry for not only

understanding the ground-state electron density but

also to derive the qualitative mechanism for mag-

netisation relaxation. These methods are so robust that

they are utilised to make predictions, and several such

predictions have already seen the daylight, offering

confidence in the methodology employed.33,34 In

actinide chemistry as well, the computational tools can

offer a remedy where one can utilise the well-estab-

lished computational protocol to predict target struc-

tures that are expected to exhibit desired magnetic

characteristics.

Among various geometries that are proven to be

successful in Lanthanide chemistry, pseudo D5h

geometry stand tall for the following reasons: (i) this

geometry offers a very large blocking temperature for

the Dy(III) SIMs, (ii) these ligand architecture are the

only one that offer air-stable magnets at present as

desired for any potential applications, (iii) they offer a

unique opportunity for chemist to attempt to make the

structural analogues by replacing the lanthanide metals

with other metal salts, and (iv) by designing various

equatorial ligands, already a large set of D5h Dy(III)

SIMs are reported that are well-characterised using

both experiments and theory.12,14,35,36 Here we

attempt to combine the above two points, i.e., using

the robust computational methods to model potential

actinide SIMs and utilize the pseudo D5h symmetry

geometries that are known for Lanthanides as a start-

ing point for this prediction with an aim to design and

develop in silico actinide SIMs possessing attractive

magnetic properties.

Though the aforementioned methods have been

thoroughly tested by us and others for lanthanide

chemistry, it is important to benchmark the methods

for actinide compounds using reported complexes and

magnetic data.11,14,17,35,37–39 Hence, here our aims are

two-fold: (i) to assess the methodology for isostruc-

tural lanthanide and actinide complexes to gain con-

fidence on the methodology employed and (ii) utilise

these established methodologies to predict the mag-

netic properties of actinide D5h molecules. Henceforth,

here we have studied two isostructural lanthanide and

actinide analogues (i) [NdTp3] (1) and [UTp3] (2)

(Tp- = trispyrazolylborate), (ii) [Nd(COT00)2]- (3) and

[U(COT00)2]- (4) (COT00 = bis(trimethylsilyl)cyclooc-

tatetraenyl dianion) that are reported in the literature

and its magnetic properties established.29,30 Both the

molecules are characterised as SIMs albeit with a

barrier height of 2.84 and 3.81 cm-1 for complexes 1
and 2 respectively. Similarly, complexes 3 and 4 is

also found to exhibit slow relaxation of magnetisation

with an Ueff value of 14.6 and 18.8 cm-1, respectively.

Secondly, our group in collaboration with Muru-

gavel and co-workers studied pseudo D5h symmetric
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[L2Nd(H2O)5][I]3L2.(H2O) (L = tBuPO(NHiPr)2) (5)

which is reported to have a blocking barrier (Ueff) of

27.2 cm-1 – the highest among Nd(III) SIMs.39 Here

we have modelled actinide complexes based on the

geometry of complex 5, whereby Nd is replaced by

uranium and plutonium leading to [L2U(H2O)5][I]3L2

(6) [L2Pu(H2O)5][I]3L2 (7). Further, in order to grasp

various structural features that could influence the

barrier height we have assessed (i) solvent molecules

present on the crystal lattice, (ii) counter anion that are

present in the periphery of the metal ion, (iii) role of

equatorial ligands on the barrier height, and (iv) role of

axial ligands in the Ueff values using various models

that are constructed from the structures of complexes

5–7. Our study offers significant insight into the D5h

actinide SIMs, posing potential target molecules that

could be attempted in the years to come.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Benchmarking the methodology by computing

magnetic anisotropy of complexes 1–4

In this section, we will compare the two sets of

isostructural lanthanide and actinide analogues

(i) NdTp3 (1) and UTp3 (2) (ii) [Nd(COT00)2]- (3) and

[U(COT00)2]- (4). 1 and 2 are reported to have Ueff of

2.84 and 3.81 cm-1 respectively in the presence of an

external magnetic field.29 Ab initio study on both

complexes reveals large transverse anisotropy in the

ground state (Tables S1 and S2, SI). The energy gap

between the ground and first excited Kramers doublets

(KDs) is estimated to be 87.5 and 251.5 cm-1 for

NdTp3 and UTp3, respectively. The energy splitting of

the KDs generated from ground state mJ reaches up to

269.7 and 943.9 cm-1 for Nd and U respectively

which implies that the interaction between metal and

ligand is ionic in the former while it is covalent in the

latter case (Figure 1, S1 and Tables S1, S2, SI).

The computed spin-orbit coupling turns out to be

larger compared to the crystal field splitting, and this

indicates that mJ is a good quantum number for actinides

in ?3 oxidation state (Figure 2). The magnetic sus-

ceptibility of both complexes computed using the min-

imal active space agrees well with experiment and infers

the reliability of our approach (Figure 3). The magnetic

susceptibility of 1 is higher compared to that of 2 at all

temperatures due to small crystal field splitting of the

former (which allows it the access all the KDs generated

from the ground state mJ). The ground state is dominated

by mJ = |±5/2[ along with a minor contribution from

|±7/2[state which is similar for the trigonal prismatic

geometry studied by our group earlier (Figure 1c and

1d).27 The a-electron density of ground state mJ reveals

dominant oblate shape in case of uranium (Figure S2,

SI). Using the computed wavefunction, the ligand field

parameters were derived using Steven formalism

HCF ¼
PPq

k¼�q B
q
K
~Oq
k where B

q
kand ~Oq

k are the com-

puted crystal field (CF) parameters and Stevens operator

respectively.40,41 The crystal field parameter of uranium

has been calculated considering lanthanide analogue

(Nd).

The B0
2 crystal field parameter is more significant in

2 compared to 1 and suggests that the QTM will be

smaller in 2 compared to complex 1 (see Table S3, SI).

Although the thermally-assisted QTM (TA-QTM) is

small, the complexes will relax via first excited state

due to non-coincidence of the gzz anisotropy axis

between the ground and first excited state for 2 and

very small transition probability to first excited state in

1 (Figure 1, Tables S1–S2, SI). The mismatch of the

energy gap between the ground and first excited KDs

with the experimental blocking barrier is correlated

with the large QTM which will render the molecule to

relax via the first excited state. In our earlier study, the

6dz
2 orbital was found to be lower in energy in trigonal

prismatic geometry, and hence the addition of this

orbital in the active space improved the result dra-

matically.27 Since the geometry of complex 2 is also

trigonal prismatic, we have performed additional cal-

culations including 6dz
2 orbital in the active space. The

computed magnetic susceptibility with this setup is

found to be closer to the experimental one compared to

the minimal reference space utilized and this is in

agreement with our earlier results. The addition of 6dz
2

orbital also lowers the energy of the computed KDs

(Table S4, SI). The 6dz
2 orbital in the trigonal prismatic

environment plays an important role in magnetic

anisotropy.

For complexes [Nd(COT00)2]- (3) and [U(COT00)2]-

(4), the Ueff is reported to be 14.6 and 18.8 cm-1,

respectively.30 This Ueff is larger compare to com-

plexes 1–2, and this is due to higher symmetry present

in complexes 3–4. The anisotropy axis in these com-

plexes is found to orient along the C2 axis (Figure 4a

and 4b). The computed g tensors expose small trans-

verse anisotropy in the ground state, which leads to

smaller QTM in the ground state (Tables S5 and S6

(SI) and Figure 4c, 4d). Although the transverse ani-

sotropy is small in the first excited state, the molecule

is expected to relax via this state due to non-coinci-

dence of the gzz anisotropy axes between the ground

and first excited state (Tables S5 and S6, SI). The

energy gap between the ground and the first excited
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KDs is estimated to be 207.4 and 382.0 cm-1 (calcu-

lated barrier height for magnetisation reversal; Ucal)

which is significantly overestimated compared to the

experimental blocking barrier (Tables S5 and S6, SI).

The energy splitting of the ground state KDs reach up

to 627.8 and 1554.2 cm-1 for 3 and 4 respectively

denotes larger covalency in g8-U-COT bond compare

to g8-Nd-COT bond. The magnetic susceptibility of

both complexes computed is in good agreement with

the experiments offering confidence on the employed

methodology (Figure 5). Again the magnetic suscep-

tibility of the 3 is higher compared to 4 due to smaller

crystal field splitting of the former (which allows it the

access all the KDs generated from the ground state mJ

in lanthanides). The computed spin-orbit coupling

becomes larger compare to crystal field splitting
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Figure 1. (a) The anisotropy axis of 1. (b) The anisotropy axis of 2. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Colour code: Nd-
yellow, U-cyan, N-blue, C-grey, B-pink. (c) The mechanism of magnetic relaxation of 1. (d) The mechanism of magnetic
relaxation of 2. The red line represents QTM via ground states and TA-OTM via excited states. The dashed sky blue line
indicates possible Orbach process. The olive line indicates possible pathways of magnetic relaxation. The blue characters
indicate the mJ composition of the Kramers doublet (KD) derived from the 4I9/2 ground state.
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(centre). The J-multiplets are further split by the ligand field (LF) of in 1. (b) Scalar relativistic 4I energy level for an
isolated U3? ion (left) split by RASSI-SO into J-multiplet structure (centre). The J-multiplets are further split by the ligand
field (LF) of in 2.
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denotes that mJ is a good quantum number for acti-

nides in ?3 oxidation state (Figure S3, SI). The

ground state is conquered by mJ = |±5/2[ which

renders the molecule to relax via first excited state

(Figure 4c and 4d). This is one of the key causes for

the large difference between the Ueff and Ucal values.

(See Figure S4 (SI) for oblate electron density of

complexes 3 and 4). The energy splitting of the KDs

generated from mJ = |±9/2[ is more than two times

larger in 4 compared to 3 which implies that Nd-ligand

bond is less covalent compare to U-ligand bond (see

Figure S5 in SI). The computed crystal field parameter

shows larger B0
2 value in neodymium analogue but the

B1
2 and B�1

2 are comparable to B0
2 whereas, B1

2 and B�1
2

are smaller than B0
2 in uranium analogue (see Table S7,

SI). This implies that the [U(COT00)2]- is strongly axial

in nature compare to [Nd(COT00)2]-.
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In complex 4, the 6dz
2 was not found to be lower in

energy. Therefore, the computed results using CAS

(3,8) does not provide any better agreement compared

to CAS(3,7) reference space (Table S8 (SI) and

Figure 5b). Therefore in the next section, we have

used the CAS (3,7) methodology for our calculations.

2.2 In silico design of U(III) and Pu(III) D5h SIMs

By studying complexes 1–4, it is clear that Ura-

nium(III) has an oblate electron density (if the ground

state mJ stabilised is |±9/2[). In this esteem, plenty of

Dy complex with D5h symmetry has been reported

with large blocking barrier as well as blocking tem-

perature when the axial ligands are strong donors

compared to equatorial ones.11,12 But there are only a

handful of Nd complexes reported with SIM proper-

ties.29,30,39,42–44 The Nd complex [L2Nd(H2O)5][I]3-

L2.(H2O) (5) synthesized by Murugavel and co-

workers exhibit the largest Ueff of 27.2 cm-1 among

all D5h symmetric Nd(III) SIMs known.39 Here we

have replaced the Nd(III) by U(III) to yield corre-

sponding [L2U(H2O)5][I]3L2 (6) complex. The geom-

etry of this complex has been optimised using density

functional methods to have realistic structural param-

eters (See computational details in SI). The optimised

structure, along with selected structural parameters

and the computed ground state gzz axis for complex 6
is given in Figure 6 and S6 (SI). The equatorial U-O

bond length infers the non-uniform distribution of

bond lengths because of the non-equivalent hydrogen

bonding interaction between equatorial hydrogen of

water and Iodine and solvent molecules. The axial

U-O bond length is shorter compared to the equatorial

U-O bond length because of the strong donation of the

phosphonic diamide axial ligand (Figure 6). As seen in

Nd(III) and also in Dy(III) geometry, the equatorial

water molecules are in H-bonding interaction with the

lattice Iodine ions and this freeze the possible H-atom

rotation. Ab initio multireference calculations have

been performed on both 5 and 6 displays a very small

transverse anisotropy in the ground state which clues

to very small QTM (Figure 6c, 6d and Table 1). The

anisotropy axis is oriented along the C5 axis, i.e., along

with the O-U-O bond (Figure S6, SI). The mJ = |±9/2[
state becomes the ground state in both uranium and

neodymium complexes (Figure 6c and 6d). So far, no

complexes of U(III) have been reported with mJ = |±9/

2[ ground state (Figure 6). The energy gap between

the ground and first excited KDs as well as overall

crystal field splitting generated from ground state mJ

becomes larger in uranium complexes compare to

neodymium complexes (Table 1).

The qualitative mechanism of magnetisation relax-

ation developed reveals that both of these complexes

will relax via first excited KDs due to the large

transverse anisotropy (Figure 6c and 6d). The larger

difference between the Ueff and Ucal value of 5 is due

to the fact that the calculations have not taken into

consideration intermolecular interactions and Raman

relaxation mechanism. As seen earlier, the a- electron

density plotted shows oblate shape in line with the

magnetic properties computed (Figure 7a and 7b). The

computed crystal field parameter implies the ligand

field is axial in nature in both the complexes

(Tables S9 and S10, SI).

The complexes 5 and 6 displays hydrogen bonding

interaction with solvent molecules and counter anions.

The ab initio study has been undertaken on the model

systems of 5 and 6 to find the role played by the sol-

vent molecules and counter anions (5a and 6a where

solvent molecules have been removed, 5b and 6b
where counter anions also removed from 5a and 6a).

The calculation on 5a and 6a reveals larger KD1-KD2

energy gap, as well as overall energy splitting of the
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of experimental and computed magnetic susceptibility of 3 (b) Comparison of experimental and
computed magnetic susceptibility of 4. Ab initio data has been scaled to 1.09 for 3 to reproduce the experimental values.
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ground state mJ, compared to 5 and 6 (Table 1, Fig-

ures 8 and S7, SI). Since the solvent molecules are

involved in hydrogen bonding interaction with equa-

torial water molecules, the removal of those molecules

decreases the LoProp charge of equatorial water oxy-

gens and thus increases the LoProp charge of axial

ligand oxygens (Tables S11 and S12, SI). The increase

of axiality is evident from the larger B0
2 value in 5a and

6a compare to 5 and 6, respectively (Tables S9 and

S10, SI). Furthermore, a closer look at the a-electron

density of ground state mJ reveals (Figures 9 and S8,

SI) that the removal of solvent molecules increases the

oblate nature of the electron density and this is due to

lesser mixing of the ground state mJ levels with the

higher excited state.

Secondly, to find out the role of counter anions in

magnetic anisotropy, we have removed the counter

anions from models 5a and 6a and carved out models 5b
and 6b respectively. Calculations on these models

reveal that the energy splitting between KD1 and KD2

increases and this is accompanied by a large decrease in

transverse anisotropy (Table 1). These features are

reflected in the qualitative mechanism of magnetic

relaxation (Figures S9 and S10, SI) where QTM

becomes significantly smaller, and one can expect a

zero-field SIM for these models or the corresponding

realist structures if made (Figures S7 and S8, SI). A

closer look at the a electron density reveals that oblate

nature enhances further in models 5b and 6b (Figures 9

and S8, SI). The LoProp charge indicates a decrease in

the equatorial oxygen atom charges and an increase in

the axial oxygen atoms charges for 5b and 6b as com-

pared to 5a and 6a, respectively (Tables S11 and S12,

SI). Again this is due alteration in the strength of

hydrogen bonding, and hence this increases the axiality

in these model further (Tables S8 and S9, SI).

Thirdly, we have carried out another set of ab initio

calculations whereby models 5c and 6c are constructed

by removing the equatorial water molecules in models

5b and 6b, respectively. The transverse anisotropy in

the ground state KD decreases drastically in these

models, and this is reflected in estimated negligible

QTM value in the ground and first excited KDs

(Table 1, Figures S9 and S10, SI). The energy splitting

between KD1-KD2 as well as overall KDs splitting

generated from the ground state mJ reaches the axial

limit (Table 1, Figures 8, S7, SI). The non-coinci-

dence of the anisotropy axis between the ground and
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Figure 6. (a) X-ray structure of 5 showing the Nd-O bond lengths. (b) Complex 6 with U-O bond lengths. Colour code:
Nd – yellow, U – cyan, I – deep cyan, N – blue, O – red, C – grey, P – greenish yellow, H – White. (c) The mechanism of
magnetic relaxation of 5. (d) The mechanism of magnetic relaxation of 6. The red line represents QTM via ground states
and TA-OTM via excited states. The dashed sky blue line indicates possible Orbach process. The olive line indicates
possible pathways of magnetic relaxation. The blue characters indicate the mJ composition of the Kramers doublet (KD)
derived from the 4I9/2 ground state.
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first excited KDs will force the molecule to relax via

the first excited state leading to the Ucal value of 859.8

and 1403.3 cm-1 for models 5c and 6c, respectively

(Figures S9 and S10, SI). In these models, the mJ =

|±9/2[ becomes largely stabilised compared to other

mJ levels signifying stronger axial interaction in the

absence of any equatorial ligands. The a- electron

density generated from the ground state mJ has pure

oblate shape revealing negligible/no mixing of the

ground state mJ with higher excited states (Figures 9

and S8, SI). This is also supported by the CF B0
2 and

LoProp charges (Tables S9–12, SI).

In the next step of calculations, we have decided to

remove the axial phosphonic diamide ligand keeping

only the equatorial water molecules intact to assess the

role of equatorial ligation in controlling the magnetic

anisotropy. For these, we have further carved out

models 5d and 6d from their corresponding structures

where only the five water molecules are kept and all

other ligands/solvent/counter-anions are removed.

Table 1. CASSCF+RASSI-SO computed relative energies of the low lying KDs along
with g tensors of 5, 6 and 7 and the models derived from it.

Energy (cm-1) gx gy gz Energy (cm-1) gx gy gz

5 6
0.0 0.013 0.016 6.231 0.0 0.080 0.106 5.737
240.4 0.033 0.704 5.168 328.3 0.107 0.325 4.759
330.7 0.005 0.711 5.239 518.2 0.515 1.175 4.153
367.6 0.732 1.396 4.058 601.1 0.311 1.209 3.918
497.4 0.461 0.527 5.034 1021.0 1.231 1.558 4.217

5a 6a
0.0 0.013 0.016 6.169 0.0 0.114 0.124 5.394
312.6 0.276 1.023 5.069 427.4 0.169 0.419 4.577
405.5 0.619 1.995 4.156 580.3 0.346 0.945 3.943
436.2 0.168 1.428 4.040 689.4 0.407 1.257 4.308
562.6 1.357 1.465 4.397 1209.1 2.066 2.169 3.128

5b 6b
0.0 0.004 0.007 6.227 0.0 0.011 0.018 5.857
448.6 0.380 1.239 4.965 605.2 0.122 1.485 4.293
516.3 3.930 2.791 0.908 796.4 1.246 1.470 4.223
575.0 0.276 0.797 4.061 867.2 0.293 0.603 4.536
634.3 0.101 0.313 4.762 1147.9 0.305 0.496 4.691

5c 6c
0.0 0.000 0.000 6.231 0.0 0.000 0.000 6.371
859.8 0.033 0.084 4.141 1403.3 0.005 0.050 3.967
967.0 0.384 0.540 1.996 1544.8 0.547 0.623 2.053
1031.9 0.034 0.043 5.431 1820.1 0.021 0.027 5.490
1220.3 4.181 3.157 0.463 1990.3 4.246 3.002 0.526

5d 6d
0.0 0.757 2.212 4.630 0.0 4.271 2.645 0.765
195.6 0.953 1.558 2.354 362.7 2.231 1.436 0.227
344.4 0.389 1.014 5.175 735.5 0.297 1.917 3.825
388.3 0.115 1.127 4.922 854.2 0.983 1.272 4.705
559.9 0.007 0.014 6.623 1199.4 0.023 0.046 6.444

7 7a
0.0 1.125 0.971 0.013 0.0 1.043 0.970 0.077
366.3 0.030 0.071 1.220 462.8 0.026 0.091 1.336
1155.9 0.046 0.087 2.613 1414.7 0.120 0.189 2.807

7b 7c
0.0 0.976 0.884 0.248 0.0 0.919 0.826 0.365
642.6 0.020 0.033 1.672 936.5 0.003 0.003 2.350
1899.9 0.000 0.107 3.353 2848.9 0.002 0.006 4.936

7d
0.0 0.025 0.046 1.205
989.5 0.087 0.095 0.134
1687.4 1.216 0.995 0.087
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Calculations reveal a large transverse anisotropy in the

ground state for these models, and the large ground

state QTM values accompany this (Table 1, Fig-

ures S9 and S10, SI). The QTM becomes larger in 6d
compared to 5d since uranium is more susceptible to

the ligand field compared to the corresponding lan-

thanide. These models are predicted to relax via

ground KDs itself, leading to the expectation of no

SIM behaviour whatsoever in these cases. Both mod-

els have large easy plane anisotropy and with mJ =

|±9/2[ being the ground state in 5d but mJ = |±1/2[
being the ground state in 6d (Figures 8 and S7, SI).

This dramatic change in the ground state mJ again

reflects a fact that actinide faces stronger electrostatic

ligand interaction compared to the lanthanides. (Fig-

ure 8 and S7, SI). The energy splitting of the KDs

generated from ground state mJ is still comparable to

a and b models suggesting the ligand field generated

from the water molecules is moderate (Figures 8 and

S7, SI). The a electron density becomes prolate in 6d
(mJ = |±1/2[ is ground state) but in 5d has both

prolate and oblate characters (mJ = |±9/2[ is ground

state with strong mixing with higher excited mJ states,

Figures 9 and S8, SI). All these observations are also

supported by the computed CF parameters and the

LoProp charges (Tables S9–S12, SI).

To increase the covalency further, we have under-

taken ab initio study on another optimised model

complex [L2Pu(H2O)5][I]3L2 (7) where Nd in 5 has

been replaced Pu. The optimised bond length of Ac-O

(Ac = actinide) decreases as we move right to the

periodic table i.e., from U to Pu due to the increased

covalency in the same order (Figures 6 and 10). The

ab initio multireference calculations on complex 7
reveal large transverse anisotropy in the ground KD,

which leads to very larger QTM in the ground state

(Table 1 and Figure S11, SI). The anisotropy axis here

is oriented along the C2 axis, i.e., along with the O-Pu-

O bond (Figure S12, SI). The very small ground state

magnetic moment leads to the stabilisation of mJ =

|±1/2[ state (Figure S11, SI). Since the energy gap

between the spin-orbit coupled state of Pu?3 ion is

much larger than the ligand field separated spin-orbit

coupled state, mJ is expected to be a good quantum

number here (Figure S13, SI). The prolate shape for a
electron density also implies that mJ = |±1/2[ is the

ground state (Figure 10). The larger covalency of Pu-

O bond compare to U-O leads to the larger KD1-KD2

energy gap in the former (Table 1). The LoProp

charge analysis also reveals a larger negative charge

on axial oxygen atoms compared to equatorial oxygen

atoms for complex 7 (Table S13, SI). As this ligand

framework is unsuitable for prolate, one can expect

that the corresponding Pu(III) molecule is unlikely to

exhibit SIM behaviour.

Figure 7. (a) Alpha electron density 5. (b) Alpha electron density of 6. Colour code: Nd – yellow, U – cyan, I – deep cyan,
N – blue, O – red, C – grey, P – greenish yellow, H – White. The electron density surface shown corresponds to a value of
0.023 e- per bohr3.
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Further, just like in complex 6, here as well, we

have performed an in-depth analysis of the various

factor that influences the barrier height. This has been

carried out by performing calculations on a series of

models constructed from the optimised structure of

complex 7. Removing the solvent molecules (7a) lead

to lowering of LoProp charge in the equatorial oxygen

atoms which in turn increases the prolate nature of the

a electron density generated from the ground state mJ

level (the mJ = |±1/2[ becomes the ground state;

Table S13, Figures 11, S14, SI). The lowering of

LoProp charge in the equatorial oxygen atoms is

comprehended from the disappearance of hydrogen

bonding interaction between solvent oxygen and

hydron atom of equatorial water molecules. The

ground state is comprised of sizeable transverse ani-

sotropy where gx, gy [[ gz (Table 1) is due to the

prolate nature of electron density. However, the

energy gap between KD1-KD2 as well as overall

energy splitting of the KDs generated from the ground

state mJ increases in this model system (Figure S14,

SI). The next set of models were constructed by

removing counter anions (model 7b) and here the

transverse anisotropy is found to be very large

(Table 1) which is also supported by the mJ = |±1/2[
ground state. The LoProp charge is found to further

decrease in the equatorial oxygen atoms, and increases

in the axial oxygen atoms (Table S13, SI). This charge

distribution is suitable for the oblate type ions but not

for Pu (Figure 11). The energy gap between the KD1-

KD2 as well as the overall energy splitting of the

ground state KDs increases due to the removal of

counter anions (Table 1 and Figure S14, SI).

To test the Pu(III) at the axial limit, the equatorial

water molecules have been removed from model 7b to

carve out model 7c. Here the energy gap between

KD1-KD2, KD1-KD3 increases and reaches the axial

limit (Figure S14, SI and Table 1). As expected, the

LoProp charge on the coordinating oxygen atoms

becomes very large compared to 7a-b (Table S13, SI).

The transverse anisotropy in the ground state also

becomes very high (Table 1) and density also

Figure 9. Alpha electron density of ground state mJ of 5 and the models derived from it. Colour code: Nd – yellow, I –
aqua, O – red, N – blue, C – grey, P – greenish yellow, H – white. The electron density surface shown corresponds to a value
of 0.023 e- per bohr3.

Figure 10. (a) Optimized structure of 7 with Pu-O bond length. Colour code: Pu-green, I-aqua, O-red, N-blue, C-grey,
P-greenish yellow. (b) The alpha electron density of 7. The electron density surface shown corresponds to a value of 0.023
e- per bohr3.
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resembles the shape of prolate reflecting why the

computed parameters are not that great for this model

(Figure 11).

Since the axial ligand field is not suitable for Pu to

attain zero-field SIM properties ab initio calculation

has been performed on model complex 7d where axial

ligands are removed from 7b. In this model, only the

equatorial water molecules are retained. The calcula-

tions reveal very small transverse anisotropy in the

KD1 which is also reflected in the very small QTM

value (Table 1 and Figure S11, SI). The mJ = |±5/2[
and |±3/2[ becomes the ground and first excited

states, respectively with the non-coincidence of the

anisotropy axis between the two which will force the

molecule to relax via this excited state. This model

complex is very promising and expected to possibly

exhibit zero-field SIM with the estimated barrier Ucal

value of 989.5 cm-1 (Table 1 and Figures S11, S14,

SI). Clearly, with this ligand field, the a electron

density of the ground state mJ becomes oblate in

nature, and thus the explains the aptness of the ligand

field present in this model (Figure 11). The axial

crystal field parameter (B0
2) becomes larger compared

to the non-axial parameter as expected (Table S14

(SI), The crystal field parameter was calculated by

replacing Pu with lanthanide analogue, i.e, Sm).

3. Conclusions

In this work, we have performed ab initio multirefer-

ence calculations on various lanthanide and actinide

complexes to gain insight into the nature of magnetic

anisotropy in these systems. The conclusion derived

from this work is summarised below:

(a) To begin with, we have performed method assess-

ment for the suitability of the CASSCF/RASSI-SO/

SINGLE_ANISO approach for actinide by com-

puting various experimental observables such as

g-tensors, magnetic susceptibility data and barrier

height for magnetisation relaxation for isostructural

lanthanide and actinide complexes. For this pur-

pose, we have chosen four complexes name,

[NdTp3], [UTp3], [Nd(COT00)2]-, [U(COT00)2]-.

The methodology employed reasonably reproduces

all the experimental parameters, though there is a

significant deviation in the computed barrier

height. Inclusion of 6dz
2 orbital in the reference

space tends to improve the susceptibility, but not

significantly, the Ucal values. However, actinides

are not issued here, as shown earlier all the lighter

lanthanide suffers from this issue and this is also

clearly present in actinides. This could be associ-

ated with the prominence of non-Orbach relaxation

processes, but this is not very clear at this stage.

(b) We have utilised the pseudo D5h geometry that is

known for Lanthanide to model corresponding

uranium, and plutonium complexes and ab initio

calculations have been undertaken in these struc-

tures. Clearly, the U(III) found to have significant

interaction with the ligand with the overall crystal

field is found to enhance two times larger com-

pared to the corresponding Nd(III) structure. Sim-

ilarly, Pu(III) also exhibits larger crystal field

splitting and here the splitting is 2.3 times larger

compared to Nd(III). Both this point reveal a long

suspected but not quantified point that actinide

tends to have stronger interactions with the ligand

leading to greater anisotropy.

(c) The U(III) D5h complex exhibits oblate electron

density and hence found to yield reasonably good

SIM characteristics. The enhancement of the

U-Ligand covalency also has an adverse effect, as

reflected in the increase in the QTM probability

compared to the corresponding lanthanides. This is

Figure 11. Alpha electron density of ground state mJ of 7 and its derivatives. Colour code: Pu-green, I-aqua, O-red,
N-blue, C-grey, P-greenish yellow, H-white. The electron density surface shown corresponds to a value of 0.023 e- per
bohr3.
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primarily attributed to the fact that the five

equatorial water molecules that are known to have

the destructive effect on the barrier height on the

lanthanide, just got worse in U(III). The Pu(III) on

the other hand, has a prolate electron density and is

thus clearly unsuitable for D5h geometry as

reflected in the substantial transverse anisotropy

and QTM probabilities estimated.

(d) To improvise the predictions on actinide models, a

series of calculations on model systems were

performed whereby systematically the lattice sol-

vents, counter-anions, equatorial water and axial

phosphonic diamide ligands are removed. These

models yield significant insight into the nature of

anisotropy and how metal ions such as U(III) could

potentially yield superior SIMs.

(e) Among all the models computed [tBuPO(NHi-

Pr)2-U-tBuPO(NHiPr)2]3? and [Pu(H2O)5]3?

found to yield extraordinary SIM characteristics

with estimated Ucal value of 1403.3 and 989.5

cm-1, respectively. These are some of the best

numbers that are predicted for the actinide

complexes. While we acknowledge that synthesis

of such low-coordinate U(III) systems are going

to be extremely challenging, our predictions

reveal that if made, these molecules could

possess very attractive magnetic properties and

may even surpass the corresponding Lanthanide

analogues.

To this end, we have utilised a combination of DFT

methods and ab initio CASSCF calculations to predict

suitable actinide molecules within the framework of

pseudo D5h symmetry to yield superior SIM charac-

teristics. Our results yield some outstanding target

molecules that are potentially ground-breaking within

actinide based SIMs, if synthesised.

Supplementary Information (SI)

Supplementary Information consists of computational

details, magnetic relaxation mechanism pathways, com-

puted g tensor of the Kramers doublets, prolate/oblate

electron density, the evolution of energy diagram with

models, computed crystal field parameter, the direction of

the anisotropy axis.
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